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Chapter newsletters range from postcards to eight page mini-
magazines, but nearly all of them, at one time or another, have
short articles of interest to the entire FNPS membership. Here is

a sampling from past newsletters of various chapters.

tural areas could be destroyed by heat
and drought. Our ability to produce
food and find drinking water could be
reduced to a minuscule fraction of what
it is today. At the root of the problem is
the "greenhouse effect" - carbon diox.
ide released into the atmosphere when
fuels like coal and oil are consumed.

Trees are a big part of the answer to
the problem: as they grow, trees absorb
carbon dioxide. But there simply are

not enough trees in our global green.
house to absorb all the carbon dioxide
that's blanketing the earth. Expanding
tree planting efforts in urban areas are
needed. Besides aesthetic benefits,
urban reforestation slows the carbon

buildup directly by fixing atmospheric
carbon, and indirectly through the
trees' cooling effect which cuts the
demand for air conditioning during the
summer. The American Forestry Asso-
ciation has set a target of planting 100
million trees in cities and suburbs

around the country by 1992, an am-

bitious effort worthy of support.
I hope that I do not bore you with the

tale of the "greenhouse effect" one
more time, but it seems to me that if in

1872 one man can get people in his

state to plant a million trees, and in
1902 a president of the United States
can say that "the forest and water are
one of our Nation's biggest problems"
- then 87 years later the United States
should be making a little more prog-
ress in this area.

from other species competition, but
must reproduce before being washed
away by the inevitable winter scour
which occurs annually on many of our
beaches.

A major problem today is from

short-sighted human activities, such as
ocean dumping, with the resulting
amplifications of pollution when trash
becomes concentrated in the ecotone.
A visit to our mangroves and beaches
is a quick index of a new ecotone - the
interface between the ocean and our
society.

from The Dahoon,

Palm Beach County Chapter

from Blazing Star,

Heartland Chapter

Ecotones: Living on the Edge
by Richard Moyroud

A central concept in ecology deals

with the nature of peripheries. Periph-
eral areas are called ecotones, and are
defined as borders, or transition zones,
between two distinct ecological com-

munities. Elements from each eco-

system merge and compete as the

communities ebb and flow like tides,

often resulting in enhanced diversity
and productivity.

The ecotone can be quite small. In
north Florida it is possible to walk from
sandhill to scrub communities in less

than two steps. Such "edges" can be

sharply defined as a result of soil types,
water table, or past events such as fires.
Other "edges" are not so well defined:
the area between high and low water

line in Florida coastal systems is a good

example. These ecotones are often

more productive than the adjoining

ecosystems, and are often targeted by

birds and other wildlife for feeding

because of the abundant food supply.

The meeting of two vast high-energy
systems - ocean and land - is bio-

logically rich, and reflects a synergistic

effect which occurs when advantages of

both systems can be tapped. Coastal

marshes and mangrove forests have

exploited the aspect to the fullest so

that they are themselves distinct

ecosystems, although in a sense they

are enormous ecotones. They benefit

from the runoff of nutrients and fresh

water from the landward side, have a

twice daily influx of marine detritus
(probably detrimental in today's world
of toxic pollution), and are being
shaped by the constant activities of
aquatic and terrestrial animals.

Our other coastal ecotone is the

beach, or, more exactly, the area of

loose sand between the mean low water

mark and the natural perennial vegeta-

tion line, which is usually the same as

the storm tide limit. In this area,

animals, plants, seeds, and all other
detritus present in the ocean arrive
regularly, making it a rich feeding
ground for animals. It is also a tem-
porary niche for plants that can exploit

a temporary seasonal substrate free

Arbor Day

April, 1872, Nebraska: The lumber-
men did not think about saving Amer-
ica's soil. Neither did many of the
settlers. They did not think about roots
of trees holding the soil in place. They
did not think about the green roof of
leaves breaking the force of the rain.
When they cut down the forests, the
roof of leaves was gone, the roots died.
Rain pounded down on the cut-over

hillsides, and soil washed away from

the dead roots. The hillsides became

wasteland where nothing would grow.
Arbor Day began in Nebraska. J.

Sterling Morton, a newspaper pub-
lisher, realized that trees would enrich

the soil and conserve moisture in it. On

that first Arbor Day, the people of
Nebraska planted more than a million
trees.

United States, 1902: President Roos-
evelt told Congress that "the forest and
water problems are perhaps the most

vital internal problems of the United

States." To discourage waste of natural
resources, Roosevelt added more than
125 million acres to the national
forests. In 1905, the U.S. Forest Service

was established under a national con-

servation program.

April, 1989, The World: The earth is
heating up like never before. Today's
global temperatures are the highest
they've ever been, and the implications
for society are enormous. Cities and
towns could be inundated as polar ice
caps melt and sea levels rise. Agricul-

1988 Marjory Stoneman Douglas

Award Recipient: Henry Block

The Marjory Stoneman Douglas

Award was presented to Henry Block
at the [Dade County] Chapter's 7th
Annual Conference on November
19, 1988. Joe Maguire of the Dade



have leathery, glossy, saw-toothed
leaves. The stout stems are covered

County Department of Environmental

Resource Management (DERM)

presented the award, a copy of Tomlin-
son's, The Biology of Trees Native to
Florida, and a $250 check to support
native plant education in the Kenwood
Learning Center at Kenwood Elemen-

tary School. The award is presented by
the Chapter, in cooperation with Ms.
Douglas, to persons who have contrib-
uted to the knowledge and preserva-
tion of native plants above and beyond
their regular professional duties.

Henry was honored for his persever-
ance in supporting preservation of

natural areas in his own neighborhood;

for actively working with DERM for the

adoption of the proposed tree protec-
tion ordinance; and for his contribution
to education as a tireless member of
the Kenwood Learning Center Steering
Committee.

This year's award is especially
significant in that this is the first time
it has gone to someone who is not in a

plant-related or policy-making profes-

sion. Henry has shown us what "the

average citizen" can do. To quote one

person in DERM, "If everyone was like

Henry, we wouldn't have a problem:'

Congratulations, Henry, and thank you.

from The Tillandsia,

Dade County Chapter

with tightly clinging bark.
Muscadine grapes grow in the moist

soil of hammocks and low ground and
can be found as far north as Delaware
and westward into Texas and Kansas. It
bears bunches containing a small
number of purplish grapes. Despite
this, it has been introduced into culti-
vation. The Scuppernong grape is an
example of one of its cultivated vari-
eties. Scuppernongs bear their amber

green fruit in late summer. This grape
is widely grown in north Florida where
it is fermented into wine.

Muscadine grapes are easy to cul-
tivate from hardwood cuttings. They

will quickly cover an arbor or trellis and
will reward the planter with a yearly
crop of fruit.
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look like either a twig or flower, de-
pending on what it eats after hatching,

Although several insects develop in-
to different forms depending on exter-
nal variables, this is the first known case
in which diet dramatically influences
an individual insect's appearance, says
Erick Greene,

Nemoria anzonana caterpillars, that
hatch in the spring, feed on an oak's
male flower, called catkins, and soon
begin to take on the catkin's golden

color and fuzzy appearance, They also

develop rows of dots resembling catkin

pollen sacks on their backs,
Summer-born N. arizonaria -

hatched after the catkins have dis-
appeared - in stark contrast, are
greenish-gray and look like oak twigs.
Through controlled experiments, he
found that the tannins in the oaks were
the influencing factor that triggered
development of the caterpillars as
twigs or catkins.

This discovery causes one to be a
little more attentive when observing
Florida native plants, If we look more

closely we may discover that parts of

our favorite natives have been influ-
enced by tannins to fool us.

from Coccoloba Newsletter,
Coccoloba Chapter

from The Tillandsia,

Dade County Chapter

One Man's Weed
by John Pancoast

At last! We have found a plant that is

both easy to grow and has fruit that is

good to eat. Also, as I learned this
Christmas, made into wine, it's good to
drink.

There are four species of grapes
native to south Florida. To help me

identify them, I have divided these in-
to two types - muscadine grapes and

"others". The "others" look alike to the
casual observer. They all have fuzzy

leaves and shredding bark on the older
stems. But muscadine grapes (Vilis
rolundifolia) are easy to recognize. They

Caterpillar Disguise

"You are what you eat."
Protective mimicry is a technique

adopted by many insects that feed on
native plants. This camouflage adap-

tation affords protection from pred-

ators and has long been of interest to

biologists.
Erick Greene of the University of

California has found an example of diet
influencing an animal's development.

He found a caterpillar that grows to

"NOW we know to the penny
how broke we are!"
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